
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA CRPF NAYAGAON GWALIOR 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (SUMMER VACATION 2023-24) 

CLASS: IX CLASS TEACHER: MRS. MONIKA 
 

MATHS:  

1) Revise ( write ) 1
st
 and 2

nd
 chapter with examples. 

PROJECT WORK 

 2)Construct Square root spiral and draw a beautiful art using it. 

CCT 

Practice cct questions provided. 

 

ENGLISH: 

1.Read the newspaper and magazine daily and write two new words everyday and also write current affairs in a 

notebook. 

2. Read the book Five tales of Shakespeare' and write a brief book review of any one of the tails.Design an attractive 

cover page of the book review written in a notebook. 

3. Collect any five news issues and paste them in a Holiday homework notebook and also write about them in 150 

words. 

. Environmental issues 

. Technological development 

. Women centric issue 

4. Select three poems from the syllabus and highlight the presence of listed literary devices and explain these literacy 

devices with example. 

. Simile 

. Metaphor 

. Personification 

. Repetition 

. Irony 

. Paradox 

. Oxymoron 

. Hypergoal 

. Apostrophe 

. Allusion 

. Alliteration 

. Onamatapoea 

Note: All the work should be done in one holiday homework and the notebook should be decorated and neat n clean. 
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SCIENCE: 

1. Read and learn questions and answers of chapter 1. 

 

2. Draw this on a chart paper (according to roll no.) 

 

1 – 12:- Microscope 

13-26:- Animal cell 



27- 40:- Plant cell 

 

3. Write differences between animal and plant cell. 

 

4. Write differences between different types of solution. 

 

5. Write about all cell organelles (Mitochondria, Golgi bodies, Lysosomes, Endoplasmic reticulum, 

Ribosomes, Vacuoles etc.) 

 

6. Techniques used for separation of mixtures with their examples. 

 

7. An innovative project related to any topic of science with diagram (in about 150-200 words) 

 

 

 

NOTE – ALL OF YOU CAN DO THE HOLIDAY HOMEWORK IN ANY PREVIOUS CLASS NOTEBOOK IN WHICH 

PAGES ARE LEFT. 

 

SOCIAL SCIENCE: 

NOTE - work is to be done in practical file 

Q. 1. Learn the following chepter 

I) . India Size and location 

II.) Physical features of India 

III.) Drainage 

 

Q. 2. Frame 5 MCQ and Fill in the blanks each of the following chapter.  

 

Q. 3. Map skill 

Fill three maps of the following and paste them in your home.  

Work note book 

- Map of india 

A. 10 Important River 

B. 5 Lakes 

C. 10 Mountain Ranges 

Q. 4. Read the chapter What is democracy, why democracy. And prepare 10 MCQs.  

Q. 5.Write down Three Merits Three De-merits of Democracy. 

 


